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SPECIAL TIPS FOR YOUR NEW YEAR’S EVE!
No matter where you find yourself to be, every ending can 
bring a new, sparkling beginning. Make the most of it on 
New Year's Eve. Genoa may really surprise you! We have 
always known that it is an amazing place. In Genoa, your soul 
immediately feels its beauty. But if it is also CNN to say so, our 
hearts fill with pride. If you want to see what we mean in depth, 
read the full article: www-cnn-com.cdn.ampproject.org

On 31st December the Ligurian capital, already named as 
European capital of Christmas 2022, will be in full celebration, 
the streets lighting up with countless attractions and events 
suitable for everybody. The only effort that you will need to put 
into your New Year’s is that of choosing the right mode for you.
Here are 4 good tips to enjoy Genoa in the New Year’s bright 
atmosphere! Are you ready?

DANCING MODE 
NEW YEAR’S EVE AT CASA MIA CLUB
CASA MIA CLUB
 Via XII Ottobre, 182 rosso, Genova GE

Sound familiar? Casa Mia Club, in the heart of Genoa, will open 

its rooms to you as usual, with disco, popular and electronic 
music! The evening will start at 9pm with a special dinner, 
accompanied by a night show which will veer between surprises 
and sheer fun.
After midnight, it’s dancing time, until 5am!
Dinner + party: 60 euro per head, up until 18th December.
For reservations, go on the website: casamiaclub.it

IN CITY SQUARE MODE 
NEW YEAR’S EVE AT PIAZZA DE FERRARI

 Piazza De Ferrari, 16121 Genova GE

This year, New Year's Eve in Genoa will be the star of a great 
event organized by Mediaset, Italy’s main tv channel. The 
Genoese main square has been chosen to be animated by 
fireworks and concerts: Piazza De Ferrari, an historic place 
and an emblem of Genoa far outside of the city limits, is also 
a perfect scene you to visit, set amongst Palazzo Ducale, 
Palazzo della Borsa, the Region’s headquarters and the 
famous Carlo Felice Theatre. Absolutely not to be missed, 
especially during Christmas holidays! The formula will be "New 
Year's Eve in music". The special guests performing on stage will 
undoubtedly be iconic!

NEW YEAR'S EVE

NEW YEAR'S EVE

mailto:crew%40genoasuperyachthub.com?subject=Info%20What%27s%20On
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ARTSY MODE – NEW YEAR’S EVE 
IN THE PALAZZI DEI ROLLI
PALAZZI DEI ROLLI
 Via Garibaldi, Genova GE
For reservations: Capodanno tra i Rolli - Explora Genova 
(exploratour.it)

Head towards Via Garibaldi, to the “Strada Nuova” Museums.
For New Year’s Eve, very unusually they will be open until 
late at night! You can choose between two packages: one 
includes the visit to Palazzo Tursi and an aperitif at Palazzo 
Rosso; the other includes the visit and a toast at Palazzo Tursi 
where, starting from 21.30, three different musical groups will 
perform. If you want to start your year diving into beauty, this 
may be the most unique opportunity – go and admire famous 
artists like Rubens, Van Dyck, Caravaggio and Veronese, 
as well as the halls and furnishings of the most spectacular 
buildings of Genoa!

NEW YEAR'S EVE

ADRENALINE MODE 
QUEEN TRIBUTE CONCERT 
AT PIAZZA DELLE ERBE
 Piazza delle Erbe, Genova GE

It’s a kind of magic! New Year's Eve in Piazza delle Erbe is 
certainly not to be missed! Appropriately, this year is going to 
be the year of Queen! The evening will start with a jazz and 
blues set, accompanied by an aperitif in square. Then it will 
continue with great pop hits of the past, preparing the vibe for 
a live concert of the most famous ever Queen cover band! At 
22.30, “Radio Gaga” will light up the audience with their concert, 
celebrating the new year with Queen’s timeless anthems and 
other peerless 70’s and 80’s hits!

Did you know that it will be also be the first sustainable New 
Year's Eve in Genoa? The vast reduction of plastic consumption 
and introduction of recyclable cups are just two of the many 
virtuous steps that the city has undertaken, especially this year, 
in order to start tangibly acting green!

NEW YEAR'S EVE

NEW YEAR'S EVE
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FREE TIME

A CAROUSEL OF RIDES
FUNFAIR
 P.le John Fitzgerald Kennedy, Genoa

If you are adrenaline junkies, you may like to know that just a 
few steps from the Waterfront Marina you can find a winter 
amusement park with more than 130 attractions, open until 
8th January. The novelty, this year, is the attraction called 
“Disco Music”: a rotating waltzer that "accelerates" its guests 
to a force four times greater than gravity!

Get ready for a fun afternoon or evening out with the scent of 
candy and those helpless screaming ride vibes - what are you 
waiting for? 

OUT OF TOWN XMAS TRIPS? 
NOW FROM GENOA, IT’S EASIER 
THAN EVER!
Liguria, Austria and Germany are no longer far apart: 
starting from December, two new Euronight trains connect 
Genoa with Vienna and Munich daily! The Ligurian capital is 
ready to be not only increasingly interconnected for citizens, 
but also a stepping stone for you. Would you like to fall asleep 
in Genoa and wake up in the gorgeous Vienna in the middle 
of the Holiday Season, perhaps enjoying a delicious glass of 
mulled wine in one of the city's amazing Christmas markets?  
Book a winter visit out of town, and immerse yourself in the 
magical atmosphere of elegant pastry shops and ice-skating 
rinks! Holidays are not over yet!

Get your tickets on: EN - Trenitalia 

ALL THE FLAVOURS OF LIGURIA 
IN JUST ONE GLASS… OR TWO!
MOG MERCATO ORIENTALE
 Via XX Settembre, 75 r, 16124 Genova GE

Discover Liguria through a great wine tasting event, by diving 
into the characteristic flavours of the two Rivieras, Eastern and 
Western, the Levante and the Ponente. Under the guidance 
of an expert sommelier, at the Genoese MOG, inside the city’s 
colourful and beautiful oriental market in the central Via XX 
Settembre, you can taste mixed fried specialty snacks together with:
· Sparkling wine made from the two typical grapes of Liguria, 

Vermentino and Bianchetta
· Bianchetta di Cantina Bisson: a traditional wine paired with 

a slice of focaccia, the typical traditional breakfast bread
· Rossese "E prie" by Tenuta Anfosso: its name, which means 

"the stones", refers to the numerous dry-stone walls of the 
vineyards.

Get ready for a journey through colours and emotions, scents 
and aromas of our magnificent territory!
Book your experience: La Liguria e i suoi vini Biglietti, Date 
multiple | Eventbrite

FREE TIME

FREE TIME

mailto:crew%40genoasuperyachthub.com?subject=Info%20What%27s%20On
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FREE TIME ANTIQVA: THE ANCIENT LIGURIAN 
ART EXHIBITION
28 JANUARY - 5 FEBRUARY
PORTO ANTICO
 Magazzini del Cotone, Porto Antico, Genova
 From 10 am - 8 pm

If you feel are feeling more artistically inclined, we suggest 
that you visit the “Antiqua” exhibition. For the fourth time, 
right next to Marina Molo Vecchio at the “Magazzini del 
Cotone”, you will be able to examine an ancient Liguria 
through the lens of its handicrafts. You will find period 
furnishings, sculptures, precious carpets, paintings from the 
Seventeenth century, with an excursus in Ligurian painting of 
the Nineteenth and Twentieth centuries, silver and jewelry, 
wooden and marble sculptures, ceramics, artistic glass, books 
and unique prints!

mailto:crew%40genoasuperyachthub.com?subject=Info%20What%27s%20On
https://goo.gl/maps/yrzu5LWS3ZotsGoB8
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CASTELLETTO, A CORNER OF PARADISE
 Spianata castelletto, Belvedere Luigi Montaldo, Genova GE

If you move inland from the seafront and head towards the 
centre, just above the famous Genoese “Caruggi” (the narrow 
alleyways of the historic centre) is the Castelletto district. 
You can reach this quarter by using the “vertical” public 
means of transport, which are free in Genoa – the lift and 
the funiculars, for example the Zecca-Righi funicular of the 

lift up to Spianata Castelletto. In this elegant area of the city 
there is a fantastic terrace overlooking the amazing landscape 
of the port. It goes without saying that it is one of the most 
romantic places you could discover while wandering through 
the Ligurian capital, especially at sunset or sunrise.  
You will not have really experienced Genoa, until you have 
enjoyed the view from here, while tasting a yummy dessert 
from the "Bar-Gelateria Don Paolo". It's a must for locals!

CAMOGLI: A KALEIDOSCOPE 
OF COLOURS FOR ALL TO EXPERIENCE
 Camogli, Genova GE

Ladies and gentlemen, let us introduce you the gorgeous 
Camogli, the tiny village on the other side of the Portofino 
promontory with its pastel coloured houses. 
The name comes from the corruption of "Casa" (house) of the 
"moglie" (wives), due to its ancient fishing and sailing traditions 
– in fact it has a fully-fledged nautical high school, one of the 
best in Italy. 

If you want to fully enjoy Ligurian specialties while observing 
the wooden boats moored in the port, you absolutely must 
go there and try the “trofie with pesto” from Fiorella or her 
"pansoti" with walnut sauce, salted anchovies from the fishing 
cooperative, or "camogliesi", speciality sweets made with 
chocolate and rum, and of course the Ligurian focaccia from 
Revello, the best in the world! Then, enjoy a lovely stroll along 
the promenade, appreciating the magic and peerless hues 
of the view. Here you can also admire the S. Maria Assunta 
Basilica and the Dragonara Castle, and then lose your gaze 
staring at the horizon, chasing the gloaming.

DO IT LIKE THE LOCALS

DO IT LIKE THE LOCALS

mailto:crew%40genoasuperyachthub.com?subject=Info%20What%27s%20On
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CRAZY FOR CHOCOLATE
In winter time, we are all looking for a little more sweetness, 
aren’t we? It's definitely time for chocolate! Here is a selection 
of the best places in Genoa, but tasting is believing!

MURENA SUITE 
 Via XX Settembre, 157, 16121 Genova GE

One of the best bars in Italy and named in the Gambero Rosso 
guide, does not disappoint especially with its hot chocolate, 
which is really something!

ROMEO VIGANOTTI 
 Vico dei Castagna, 14, R, 16123 Genova GE

In Genoa, we must mention the Romeo Viganotti chocolate 
factory, which uses vintage machinery and moulds. All 
the products are the results of long and careful manual 
procedures handed down over the last 150 years: tiny 
"jewels" perfect to savour at Christmas!

PASTICCERIA DEI CARUGGI 
 Vico di S. Matteo, 5R, 16123 Genova GE

Where you can also taste the typical “marron glacés”!

IL BOTTEGHINO BISTROT 
 Piazza delle Vigne, 21R, 16123 Genova GE

Such a delightful bar in the middle of the vicoli, located in front 
of the charming church of Le Vigne. It offers an excellent hot 
chocolate, typically served with a fresh cream separately in a glass!

CREMERIA BUONAFEDE 
 Via Luccoli, 12R, 16123 Genova GE

Famous above all for its Genoese “panera” and coffee with 
cream, also offers some of the best hot chocolate in town!

DOUCE 
 Vico di S. Matteo, 5R, 16123 Genova GE

Where the seduction of hot chocolate is accompanied by that 
of the widest selection of refined desserts!

WITH SNOWSHOES 
OVERLOOKING THE SEA

BEIGUA NATURAL PARK 
 17044 Stella, Liguria, Province of Savona

The Béigua Natural Park, on the Alta Via or “Upper Way” of 
the Ligurian mountains, is so close to the coast that it allows 
you to enjoy a magnificent view of the sea.  
It is a sort of large plateau that expands over a thousand 
metres above the sea level. The chain of mountains overlooks 
the coast between the cliffs, while the Northern side is 
accompanied by dense beech forests. When the weather is 
good, the view is very wide and clear, extending from the sea 
to the foot of the mountains, to the Alps. In Winter the route 
is perfect for long snowshoeing trails, suspended above this 
coastal landscape. 
Don’t miss the many amazing trattorias along the paths, where 
you can taste local products, such as “La Nuvola sul Mare”. 
After a long walk, what’s better than a nice home-cooked meal?

DO IT LIKE THE LOCALS

DO IT LIKE THE LOCALS
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CANDLELIGHT 
TRIBUTE TO QUEEN
20 AND 21 JANUARY
PALAZZO DUCALE
 Piazza Giacomo Matteotti, 9, 16123 Genova GE  
 5:30pm, 7:30pm and 9:30pm |  www.feverup.com 
 28,00/43,00

Do you know what a candlelight concert is? You may just 
love it. This special event brings all the magic of a live and 
multi-sensory musical experience to breathtaking places 
never before used for this purpose! This time, in Genoa, you 
have the chance to enjoy the melodies of Queen at Palazzo 
Ducale, experiencing the moment amongst soft lights and 
candles all around. Just a unique emotional evening!

THE DUKE ELLINGTON ORCHESTRA
24 JANUARY
POLITEAMA GENOVESE
 Via Nicolò Bacigalupo, 2, 16122 GENOVA GE 
 9 pm |  www.ticketone.it |  34,50/56,50

A man and a legend. Duke Ellington was one of the most 
prolific American musicians of the Twentieth century. His 
career lasted more than 50 years and, although many place 
Duke Ellington's music in the context of Jazz, he himself 
preferred to call it "American Music" thanks to the vastness of 
the arias, movements, influences and rhythms that distinguish 
it. Now his legend finally returns to Italy, with a long-awaited 
event that brings his amazing orchestra back to the theatres 
of the peninsula.

ARTS & ENTERTAINMENTBURGER AND… GUNS’N’ROSES!
13 JANUARY
LA MOUCCA - HAMBURGERIA
 Piazza Dante 31R - Genova
 9 pm |  www.bandsintown.com

This is going to get you going: can you think of anything better 
than listening to rock music while eating your favourite sort 
of burger? La Moucca restaurant, one of the best hamburger 
joints in town, is finally going to host The Civil War, an amazing 
band, absolutely worth discovering. This time, they are 
going to offer an all-round show that traces the history of 
Guns’n’Roses, from the early album “Appetite For Destruction” 
to the songs from their last, “Chinese Democracy”. Ready to go 
wild with the most dangerous band ever? 

mailto:crew%40genoasuperyachthub.com?subject=Info%20What%27s%20On
https://goo.gl/maps/houwfEoCgaGMM53Q6
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https://www.ticketone.it/en/event/the-duke-ellington-orchestra-politeama-genovese-15899762/
https://goo.gl/maps/ppz8C4VicrJTVh7T7
https://www.bandsintown.com/e/103843661?affil_code=js_www.civilwartribute.com&app_id=js_www.civilwartribute.com&came_from=242&utm_campaign=event&utm_medium=web&utm_source=widget
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GENOA YACHT 
TRAINING ACCADEMY
The new winter season has officially 
started and our list of available training 
courses has finally arrived. 
Fore more info, contact us at: 
training@genoasuperyachthub.com

BOOKNOW!
MOREINFO

FREE FINANCIAL 
DESK FOR CREW
Did you know that we organize free 
consults in Marina Molo Vecchio office ? 
Our expert can help you with any 
questions you may have: opening a 
Standard Bank account, moving your 
residence to Italy, investing and saving 
strategies.

STAY TUNED 
AND FOLLOW US

1
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WILLY SPORT
 Piazza Rossetti 5 R 
Retail outlet applies a 10% discount for crews on Nike, 
Adidas and Puma items and 15% on the brand Joma

 Via Cesarea 107 R
Retail outlet applies a 15% discount on Nike, Adidas 
and Under Armour brands

OFFICINE OTTICHE ITALIANE
Handmade eyeglass frames
Special discounts:
50% + 5% on ophthalmic lenses
50% + 5% on our production eyeglass frames
25% + 5% on designer optical frames
30% + 5% on designer sunglasses

 Via XX Settembre, 9 R

 Lungobisagno Istria, 14c/27

HEALTH PILATES
10% discount on a pack of 10 pilates lessons,
valid for 3 months: 198€;
10% discount on a pack of 10 free body pilates
and yoga lessons, valid for 3 months: € 145;
10% discount on a pack of 10 mixed pilates
and free body lessons, valid for 3 months: 170€;
5 pilates lessons pack, at a special price of 120€.

 Via XXV Aprile, 12-13   Via San Vincenzo, 4/15

CASA MIA DISCO CLUB
Located in Via XII Ottobre 182 R
Enjoy free nightclub entry for Amico & Co,
Pesto Sea Group, Waterfront Marina
and Marina Molo Vecchio crew members
by showing your personal badges

SALVADORI WINE SHOP
5% discount for all crew’s purchases

 Piazza Paolo da Novi, 21

DENTIST DR. SURICO
Dental practice based in Via Galata, 33.
Get your 10% discount on all services/visits 
by presenting your personal badge.

ROOFLESS & BLACKWAVE
The major surf school and shop in Genoa.
Bring your crew badge to receive a 10% discount 
on everything, except for the membership card.

 Via Mazzini 153 - 16031 Bogliasco

 www.roofless.it |  info@roofless.it

FREE ACCESS

GOOD FOR CREW GOOD FOR CREW

GOOD FOR CREW
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